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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Riley Consulting has been commissioned by Pindan to consider the traffic and transport 

impacts of the proposed residential development adjacent to Athol Street, Port Hedland.  

The key findings of the traffic investigations are: 

 

• The land area can be expected to yield 550 to 620 residential dwellings and could 

generate up to 4,960 vehicle movements per day. Assessment of the development 

shows no detrimental impact is expected to occur to the surrounding road network. 

 

• Assessment of the long-term traffic demands has been undertaken to determine 

future impacts. The assessment indicates that no widening of roads external to the 

subject land would be required, as a result of the proposed development 

 

• Analysis of the Cooke Point Drive / Athol Street roundabout shows ample capacity 

currently exists with Level of Service A forecast. The structure plan shows a fourth 

approach will be created to provide access to the subject land. Sidra analysis 

indicates Level of Service will prevail on all approaches. 

 

• The internal road network has been appropriately planned with regard to the 

requirements of Liveable Neighbourhoods. No supplementary traffic management 

devices are forecast to be required.  
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2.0 THE SITE AND SURROUNDING ROAD NETWORK 

 

The land parcel under consideration lies to the south side of Athol Street, Port Hedland and 

is bounded by the Pretty Pool creek to the south. The location of the subject site is shown in 

Figure 1.   

 

Figure 1 Site Location (Indicative) 
 

Roads potentially affected by the development of the site are considered below.  

 

Athol Street 

Athol Street is a local distributor road and would be classified as a neighbourhood connector 

under current planning guidelines (Liveable Neighbourhoods). It is constructed with a 

standard 7.2 metre wide pavement and is provided with a footpath to its northern side. 

Traffic data provided by the Town of Port Hedland indicates is passes about 3,300 vehicles 

per day (vpd) east of Cooke Point Drive. 

 

Thompson Street 

Thompson Street provides a north-south connection between Athol Street and Sutherland 

Street. It is constructed with a standard 7.2 metre pavement and would be classified as a 

local access street. Based on peak hour traffic counts, it carries about 850vpd. 
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Sutherland Street 

Sutherland Street runs almost parallel to Athol Street and provides a secondary connection 

for residential development in this locality. It is constructed with a standard 7.2 metres 

carriageway. No traffic data is available for Sutherland Street1. 

 

Cooke Point Drive 

Cooke Point Drive provides a main connection to Wilson Street and will be a primary access 

point for the Pretty Pool locality. It is constructed with a standard 7.2 metre pavement and 

would be classified as a lower order arterial street. 

 

Traffic data sourced from Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) indicates a flow of 

4,662vpd to the north of Wilson Street (May 2013). Based on peak hour counts it carries 

about 3,600vpd south of Athol Street. 

 

McGregor Street 

McGregor Street is a local distributor road linking Athol Street back to Wilson Street and the 

Port Hedland Boulevard Shopping centre. It is constructed as a standard single carriageway 

road of about 7.2 metres width. Available traffic data adjacent to Crawford Street shows 

5,194vpd (2012). Based on peak hour traffic counts, McGregor Street is currently passing 

about 2,400vpd west of Athol Street. 

 

Wilson Street 

Wilson Street is the main access road into the town of Port Hedland. It is constructed with a 

single carriageway of 7.2 metres in the vicinity of Cooke Point Drive. The intersection at 

Cooke Point Drive is provided with full standard turning pockets. Current traffic data sourced 

from MRWA indicates 11,825vpd using Wilson Street to the west of Cooke Point Drive.  

MRWA has indicated upgrading of Wilson Street to provide a four lane divided carriageway. 

However timing is unknown. 

 

Figure 2 shows a concept development plan. 

 

                                                
1 A count was requested but no data has been provided. 
2 Education Department 
3 Note the design will need to be cognisant of the caravan park located at the end of Athol Street. 
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Figure 2 Site Concept Plan (refer to planners for detail) 
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3.0 TRAFFIC GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

The development of the subject site to provided residential uses is expected to yield 

between 550 and 620 dwellings. For the purpose of structure planning, the higher yield is 

used to ensure robust planning of the road network. 

 

Reference to trip generation source documents suggests that the trip generation of a typical 

household can vary from 5 trips to 11 trips per day. Previous studies for the locality have 

used a trip rate of 9 trips per dwelling per day to provide robustness. However, based on the 

Athol Street traffic count, a trip rate of 7.8 trips per dwelling per day is derived. For the 

purpose of this structure plan traffic report, 8 trips per dwelling per day is used.  

 

On the basis of 620 dwellings at 8 trips per dwelling per day, the subject land could 

generate up to 4,960 movements per day. 

 

The site could generate up to 4,960 trips per day. 

 

Distribution 

The distribution of traffic generated by the development of new dwellings in the subject land 

is based on peak hour traffic counts undertaken at the Athol Street / Cooke Point Drive 

roundabout. The peak hour data indicates the following distribution of external traffic: 

• McGregor Street  AM 38% PM 49% Average 44% 

• Cooke Point Drive  AM 62% PM 51% Average 56% 

 

Figure 3 shows the forecast daily traffic demands. 
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Figure 3 Forecast Daily Traffic Demands 
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4.0 TRAFFIC IMPACT 

 

Figure 3 indicates the anticipated traffic increases to the local road network.  

 

Reference to the WAPC Transport Assessment Guidelines for Developments (Volume 4) 

states that: 

“where a traffic increase as a result of a proposed development is less than 10% of 

current road capacity, it would not normally have a material impact”.  

 

The capacity of a standard 7.2 metre wide carriageway is in excess of 20,000 vehicles per 

day. However, it is commonly recognised that a Level of Service D is the lowest operating 

standard desirable in Western Australia and reference to Appendix A suggests this would 

occur at about 13,500vpd. The forecast traffic demands are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Increases to Local Road Network  

Road	   Daily	  Flow	  	   Capacity	  at	  LoS	  D	   Development	   %	  of	  capacity	  

Athol	  Street	  east	   @2,310	   13,500	   +1,500	   11%	  

Athol	  Street	  west	   3,300	   13,500	   +2,200	   16%	  

McGregor	  Street	   2,400	   13,500	   +2,190	   16%	  

Cooke	  Point	  Drive	  north	   3,600	   13,500	   +1,560	   11%	  

Cooke	  Point	  Drive	  south	   4,662	   13,500	   +2,770	   20%	  

Wilson	  Street	  east	   11,825	   13,500	   +2,190	   16%	  

Wilson	  Street	  west	   14,600	   13,500	   +580	   4%	  

*Data from May 2009  ** derived volume 

 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the majority of affected streets experience an increase 

greater than 10%. Affected streets are considered below: 

 

Athol Street 

Athol Street can be expected to experience an increase of about 200vpd at its eastern end 

rising to about 2,200vpd adjacent to the McGregor Street roundabout. The forecast demand 

is in the order of 5,500vpd, which falls below the Liveable Neighbourhoods threshold of 

7,000vpd for a neighbourhood connector. Whilst traffic demands are shown to increase 
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significantly as a result of the proposed development, Athol Street can be expected to 

continue to operate in a manner appropriate to its function in the local road hierarchy. 

 

McGregor Street 

McGregor Street is a higher order distributor serving the local shopping centre and town 

centre. The future traffic demands with full development are in the order of 4,700vpd and fall 

well below the capacity of 13,500vpd. The existing single carriageway is appropriate to cater 

for the forecast traffic demands. 

 

Cooke Point Drive 

Cooke Point Drive would be considered as an arterial street and a daily volume of about 

15,000vpd would be acceptable for this street based on Liveable Neighbourhoods 

principles.  However, as a single carriageway road a daily flow of up to 13,500vpd would be 

considered desirable to maintain acceptable Levels of Service. The forecast traffic demand 

of 7,432vpd is well within the capacity of the existing carriageway. Functionality of Cooke 

Point Drive would not be affected. The existing single carriageway is appropriate to cater for 

the forecast traffic demands. 

 

It is noted that other local developments may increase the traffic demands on Cooke Point 

Drive by about 500vpd from the Pretty Pool infill and 3,000vpd from the indicative Stiles 

Road development. Overall the demand on Cooke Point Drive could increase to about 

11,000vpd north of Wilson Street. This is within the capacity of the existing carriageway. 

 

Wilson Street 

Existing traffic demands on Wilson Street are shown to exceed desirable flows to maintain 

Level of Service D. The current demand experiences Level of Service E (refer Appendix A) 

and the possible increase as a result of the proposed development would result in 

16,900vpd. Reference to Appendix A indicates that Level of Service E will be maintained. 

 

It is understood that Main Roads are considering upgrading options for Wilson Street, 

although no timing has been identified. 

Corney Street 

Figure 3 shows a potential increase in traffic demand to Corney Street of 188vpd, which is 

based on the standard model of 0.35 students per dwelling2. The increase is the maximum 

expectations and does not reflect the easy walk from the subject site to the existing primary 

                                                
2 Education Department 
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school. An increase of less than 200vpd would be expected to have no significant impact to 

the operation of Corney Street and is unlikely to affect current residential amenity. 

 

PEAK HOUR IMPACTS  

Based on the daily traffic demands, it is shown that ample capacity exists in the road 

network to cater for the proposed development. However, some movements will experience 

a peak hour increase greater than 100 vehicles that may affect the operation of local 

intersections. The most significantly affected intersection is the Athol Street / McGregor 

Street / Cooke Point Road roundabout. 

 

Appendix B shows the existing traffic demands recorded during the peak hours. The 

forecast increase as a result of the proposed development is also shown. The resulting 

traffic demands are shown in the last diagrams of Appendix B.  

 

The forecast demands have been used in Sidra to assess the expected operation of the 

affected intersection with the full development of the subject land. The analysis is attached 

as Appendix C for the existing operation and Appendix D for the future operation. Table 2 

shows the summary analysis. 

 

Table 2 Athol Street /McGregor Street / Cooke Point Drive – Peak Hour  
	   AM	  Peak	   PM	  Peak	  

Approach	   V/C	   D	   LoS	   V/C	   D	   LoS	  

Athol	  Street	   0.118	   6.7s	   A	   0.068	   7.2s	   A	  

Cooke	  Point	  Drive	   0.069	   8.3s	   A	   0.123	   9s	   A	  

McGregor	  Street	   0.051	   7.5s	   A	   0.128	   6.8s	   A	  

With	  Proposed	  Development	  

Athol	  Street	   0.305	   7.3s	   A	   0.143	   7.6s	   A	  

Site	  Access	   0.033	   6.7s	   A	   0.010	   5.9s	   A	  

Cooke	  Point	  Drive	   0.112	   9.6s	   A	   0.227	   9.7s	   A	  

McGregor	  Street	   0.088	   7.4s	   A	   0.301	   7.9s	   A	  

 

It can be seen from the Sidra analysis of the intersection that good Levels of Service can be 

expected. No upgrading of the existing intersection would be warranted from the proposed 

development (except for physical requirements to achieve the fourth approach). 

 

Long-term assessment is provided in Appendix D showing the expected operation of the 
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intersection with a 20 year design life. It can be seen from the assessment that forecast 

delays at the intersection would not be expected to exceed 10 seconds on any approach. 

The existing roundabout has ample capacity to cater for the proposed development. 
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5.0 ACCESS 

 

Access to the subject site is taken from Athol Street and Cooke Point Drive. Figure 4 shows 

locations where access cannot be provided to current design standards without mitigating 

measures.  

 

 
Figure 4 Access Requirements 
 

Access at locations A and B, shown in Figure 4, will form a four-way intersections and 

therefore will require control by roundabouts. The proposed roundabouts will provide ample 

traffic capacity and will also introduce traffic calming to Athol Street3.  

 

All other access locations will be provided as simple priority intersections. Appropriate 

intersection spacing and access locations are provided. 

 

The proposed accesses to the subject land are appropriately located. 

 

 

 
  

                                                
3 Note the design will need to be cognisant of the caravan park located at the end of Athol Street. 

A 
B 
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Access Operation 

The operation of access to the site is assessed using Austroads to determine if analysis is 

warranted. Table 4.1 of Austroads (shown 

below) sets out the traffic demands through an 

intersection that would result in uninterrupted 

flow conditions. Austroads advises that under 

such conditions “no further assessment” is 

warranted. Under these conditions very good 

Levels of Service will prevail. 

 

 

 

 

 

Access to Athol Street 

The traffic demands at the access points to Athol Street vary from 200vpd to about 500vpd. 

A demand of 500vpd equates to about 50 vehicles in the peak hour. Based on the standard 

80/20 peak split in residential traffic flows, about 45 vehicles would exit the site during the 

morning peak hour. Appendix B shows 263 vehicles currently using Athol Street at the 

McGregor Street roundabout (note the demand east of Thompson Street will be lower). An 

additional 220 vehicles can be expected on Athol Street from accesses further east. 

Reference to Table 4.1 shows that a side road flow of 45 vehicles opposed by (263 + 220) 

483 vehicles will operate with uninterrupted flow conditions. 

 

As other accesses to Athol Street are forecast to have lower traffic demands, it can be 

deduced that uninterrupted flow conditions will prevail. 

 

Accesses to Athol Street will operate with very good Levels of Service. 

 

Access to Cooke Point Drive 

Reference to Figure 3 shows 2,240vpd are forecast to access Cooke Point Drive. The 

demand equates to 225 vehicles in the peak hour. Based on the standard 80/20 peak split 

in residential traffic flows, 180 vehicles would exit the site during the morning peak hour. 

Appendix B shows 226 vehicles currently using Cooke Point Drive south of the McGregor 

Street roundabout. Appendix B also shows an additional 156 vehicles can be expected on 
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Cooke Point Drive. Reference to Table 4.1 shows that a side road flow of 226 vehicles 

opposed by (226 + 156) 382 vehicles will operate with uninterrupted flow conditions. 

 

Access to Cooke Point Drive will operate with very good Levels of Service. 

 

 

Access to the subject site will operate with good Levels of Service. 
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6.0 THE INTERNAL ROAD NETWORK 

 

The forecast traffic flows provide a basis to develop an internal road hierarchy. Table 3 

reproduces the advice on road types recommended by Liveable Neighbourhoods. 

 

Table 3  Liveable Neighbourhoods Road Hierarchy 
Indicative	   Daily	  

Traffic	  Flow*	  

Designation	   Street	  Characteristics	  

<	  1,000vpd	   Access	  Street	  type	  D	   Narrower	  access	  streets	  with	  a	  pavement	  of	  5.5m	  to	  6m	  

are	   appropriate	   in	   locations	   further	   away	   from	   centres	  

where	  traffic	  flows	  are	  generally	  less	  than	  1,000vpd	  and	  

a	  low	  on-‐street	  parking	  demand	  exists.	  

Up	  to	  3,000vpd	   Access	  Street	  Types	  A-‐C	   Wider	  access	  streets	  with	  a	  pavement	  of	  7.2m+	  cater	  for	  

higher	   traffic	   volumes	   and	   are	   located	   closer	   to	  

neighbourhood	  centres.	  

Up	  to	  7,000vpd	   Neighbourhood	  Connectors	   Ideally	   2-‐lane	   undivided	   roads.	   These	   are	   ‘special’	  

streets	   and	   their	   design	   needs	   to	   have	   regard	   to	  

context,	  function	  and	  adjacent	  land	  uses.	  

Up	  to	  20,000vpd	   Integrator	  Type	  B	   Typically	  will	  have	  1	  clear	  lane	  of	  travel	  in	  each	  direction	  

and	  a	  parking	  /	  manoeuvring	  lane.	  	  

Up	  to	  25,000vpd	   Integrator	  Type	  A	   Typically	  have	   service	   roads	  and	  development	   frontage	  

with	   ample	   on-‐street	   parking	   to	   support	   a	   mixture	   of	  

land	  uses.	  	  Direct	  vehicle	  access	  from	  adjoining	  property	  

should	  be	  limited	  where	  no	  service	  roads	  are	  provided.	  	  

* Function of streets needs to be considered as well as traffic volume. 

 

The road hierarchy considers those streets that have a connective function and assigns an 

appropriate classification based on volume and continuity of movement.  

 

Figure 5 shows the suggested road hierarchy for the subject site. 
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Figure 5 Road Hierarchy 
 

The following section provides guidance on the suggested hierarchy with regard to reserves 

and cross-sections.  The cross-sections indicated are the minimum widths recommended 

for the various street types.  The philosophy of providing constrained streets is to encourage 

a slower speed environment.  However, wider reservation widths may be used to suit the 

character of the development and increase the opportunity for landscaping and frontage 

activity. 

 

There are no roads shown within the development plan that have a daily traffic demand 

greater than 3,000vpd, Therefore all roads would operate as access streets. It can be seen 

from Figure 5 that the central spine road has been designated as a neighbourhood 

connector to provide better connectivity through the subject land. 

 

Figure 6 shows the cross section of the neighbourhood connector. 
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Figure 6 Cross Section of Neighbourhood Connector 
 

Access Streets 

Access streets are the main residential streets within the development and provide direct lot 

access. A typical access street would be provided with a 6.0 metre to 7.0 metre carriageway 

depending on bus routes and Local Government requirements. 

 

Liveable Neighbourhoods requires access streets to be provided with a road reservation of 

14.2 metres to 24 metres, depending on the function and density of the adjacent built form. 

Access streets with daily traffic flows of less than 1,000 vehicles are suited to a 6.0 metre 

carriageway. There should be no need to provide medians in these low volume streets. 

Should a wider carriageway of 7.2 metres be provided, then on-street parking should not 

need to be embayed, unless adjacent lot densities are greater than R40.  

 

Figures 7 and 8 show the cross section proposed for access streets type B and C. 
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Figure 7 Access Street type B 
 

 
Figure 8 Access Street type C 
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Roads Adjacent to Open Space  

Where the road reservation abuts POS, bushland, golf courses etc., there is limited need to 

provide a verge. The verge may be reduced where parking and/or services are not required 

and should be considered at the time of subdivision. A minimum verge of 0.75 metres is 

advised by current road planning standards to accommodate street furniture. Footpaths do 

not need to be adjacent to the road where POS is provided, but must be provided in a safe 

and appropriate manner.  

 

Four-way Intersections 

Within the structure plan area daily traffic volumes are shown to be low and the use of four-

way intersections is appropriate. Figure 7 shows an extract from Liveable Neighbourhoods 

on the preferred treatment of four-way intersections. 

 

 
Figure 7 Liveable Neighbourhoods Four-way Intersections 
 

Liveable Neighbourhoods suggests that four-way intersections are an appropriate treatment 

at the meeting of two access streets and where daily flows through the intersection are less 

than 2,000vpd. Approach legs should be limited to a maximum length of 160 metres with 

some form of speed reducing feature where the length is greater than 80 metres. 

 

There is only one four-way intersection shown in the concept plan. Yielding approaches are 

less than 160 metres in length. 

 

Traffic Management 

Assessment of the internal road layout indicates that street blocks generally conform to 

guidance set out in Liveable Neighbourhoods. Access streets are typically less than 200 
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metres and intersections appropriately controlled. There are no road sections that would 

require the introduction of traffic management to control traffic movements. 

 

Corner Treatments 

To reduce the opportunity for speeding it is recommended that corner radii advised by 

Liveable Neighbourhoods be used within the subdivision.  The recommended radii are: 

• 6.0 metres - access street / access street intersections 

• 9.0 metres - access street / neighbourhood connector 

 

Where larger vehicles are expected, such as buses accessing a school, larger radii may be 

required and should be considered at subdivision stage. 

 

All streets are of relatively short lengths and high traffic speeds would not be expected. 

Further, the narrower carriageway widths proposed in low traffic residential streets will assist 

in reducing the attraction for speeding making a safer environment for local children.  

 

No specific traffic management features are considered to be required. 
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7.0 PEDESTRIANS, CYCLISTS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

 

There is an existing primary school to the north of the subject site that is a short walk for the 

majority of households. Athol Street can be expected to be the main pedestrian route and a 

footpath to both sides of the street is recommended (note a footpath already exists to the 

north side). 

 

Roundabouts are to be provided on Athol Street at the intersections of Keesing Street and 

Corney Street that will assist with pedestrian crossing movements. The medians of the 

roundabouts must be designed cognisant of parents with children and prams crossing to 

reach the primary school4. 

 

Current planning guidelines suggest that all streets should be provided with a footpath 

wherever possible.  Where traffic flows exceed 1,000 vehicles per day, a footpath to both 

sides of the road should be provided. Figure 9 shows those streets where a footpath is 

recommended to both sides and / or a shared path. 

 

Cycling 

Cycling would be safe on the majority of local streets where traffic flows are less than 1,000 

vehicles per day. Off-street cycle routes are desirable to provide recreational cycling 

opportunities in the region. 

 

Public Transport 

There is little public transport in Port Hedland. The majority of residents will be within 400 

metres of Athol Street, which is the most appropriate street for any future bus service.  

 

                                                
4 Note that standard MRWA roundabout designs provide inadequate pedestrian protection. 
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Figure 9 Shared Paths and Future Bus Route  
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APPENDIX A 

Levels of Service by Road Type 
LOS Single 

Carriageway1 

2-Lane Boulevard2 Dual Carriageway  

(4-Lanes)3 

Dual Carriageway  

(4-lane Clearway)3 

A 2,400vpd 2,600vpd 24,000vpd 27,000vpd 

B 4,800vpd 5,300vpd 28,000vpd 31,500vpd 

C 7,900vpd 8,700vpd 32,000vpd 36,000vpd 

D 13,500vpd 15,000vpd 36,000vpd 40,500vpd 

E 22,900vpd 25,200vpd4 40,000vpd 45,000vpd 

F >22,900vpd >25,200vpd4 >40,000vpd >45,000vpd 
1 Based on Table 3.9 Austroads - Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice Part 2 
2 Based on single carriageway +10% (supported by Table 3.1 Austroads - Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice Part 3) – Boulevard or division 
by medians. 
3 Based on RRR Table 3.5 - mid-block service flow rates (SF.) for urban arterial roads with interrupted flow. Using 60/40 peak split. 
4 Note James Street Guildford passes 28,000vpd. 
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APPENDIX B 

Peak Hour Traffic Demands –  
Existing AM Peak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Existing PM Peak 
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Development AM Peak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Developemnt PM Peak 
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Future AM Peak 

Future PM  Peak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Minimum flow for Sidra analysis = 1 
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APPENDIX C 

Athol Street / Cooke Point Drive / McGregor Street Sidra  
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APPENDIX D 
 

 
Design Life Assessment 
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Design Life Assessment 

 
 
 




